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**Introduction.** Despite funder policies recognising the repository route as critical to achieving open access compliance, most accepted manuscripts in repositories have embargoes on access. This paper explored the extent to which embargoes hinder open access for grant recipients.

**Method.** The study applied bibliometric research methods to analyse 7,562 journal articles, published in 2019 and funded by Australia’s National Health and Medical Research Council. The primary data sources included Web of Science, Google Scholar, and Sherpa Romeo.

**Analysis.** Analysis was performed for the embargo periods of accepted manuscripts of non-open access articles (43.76%, n = 3,309) in institutional repositories and the effects of embargoes on compliance with funder policies.

**Results.** Three-quarters of non-open access articles had embargo periods of twelve months. However, 30.94% of total articles remained publicly inaccessible, with accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories comprising only 9.65%.

**Conclusions.** Publishers’ embargo periods complicate the cost-free solution of depositing accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories. The promotion of zero-embargoed journals and the adoption of zero-embargoes for funded articles in institutional repositories through funder-publisher agreements would achieve higher open access levels and compliance with the Council’s Policy.
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**Introduction**

During the COVID-19 pandemic, publishers lifted embargoes on medical and public health research, demonstrating the value and benefit of immediate access to share knowledge (Devasahayam, 2020; Tavernier, 2020). However, these were unusual times. Usually, authors face several overlapping options to comply with grant funder open access mandates. The publishing options include paying article processing charges to publish in fully open access or hybrid subscription journals or submitting to a journal with gratis or delayed free access but no open licences. The other valid route to achieve scholarly open access is to deposit an article’s accepted manuscript in a repository. These are the different options available to authors of
articles funded by grants from Australia’s leading medical research funder, the National Health and Medical Research Council (2018). This paper continues earlier work into compliance with the Council’s Open Access Policy by grant recipients (Kirkman, 2018; Kirkman and Haddow, 2020).

An accepted manuscript is the peer-reviewed version of a journal article accepted for publication with the same content as the published article but without final formatting and copy-editing. For authors who do not publish articles open access, the deposit of accepted manuscripts in repositories is one of the principal routes to achieving open access compliance. Known as green open access, the repository route is a critical component of funder open access policies. But embargoes placed on accepted manuscripts in repositories, some up to four years, lead to lags in access and affect compliance with funder mandates. Against the backdrop of growing advocacy for immediate open access and zero-embargoes, this study aimed to identify relationships between embargoes and accepted manuscripts in repositories and compliance with funder open access mandates. The study did so by examining articles funded by the Council and mandated under its Open Access Policy to be open access within twelve months of publication.

Definitions

In this paper, scholarly open access is defined as free and unrestricted online availability and immediate access preferably under open licensing such as Creative Common Attribution licences (Berlin Declaration, 2003; Bethesda Statement, 2003; Budapest Open Access Initiative, 2002; Max Planck Society, 2013; Veltrop, 2005; Papillon et al., 2019; Schiltz, 2018). The open access policies referred to are those adopted by research funders, research organisations and universities that require their grant recipients to make their research publications open access.

Several types of articles and journal models are referred to in the paper and the definitions used by the authors are:

- Fully open access journals are those listed in the Directory of Open Access Journals and comply with the definition of open access of the Budapest Open Access Initiative;
- Gratis open access journals provide open access, usually without a Creative Commons Attribution licence;
- Delayed access articles are open access after the expiry of publishers’ embargo periods;
- Hybrid subscription journals provide open access upon payment of article processing charges, with the remainder of the content being non-open access and only available to subscribers;
- Subscription-only journals have no hybrid open access option. The articles published in these journals are only available to subscribers or as accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories. Non-open access journal articles are not publicly accessible and only available to subscribers. These journals do not offer a hybrid open access option. The deposit of accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories offers authors of non-open access articles a route to achieve open access.
- Transformative journals are a feature of Plan S and the term indicates that a journal has agreed to transition to fully open access (https://www.coalition-s.org/transformative-journals-faq/).

Background

Open licensing is a crucial feature of fully open access journals listed in the Directory of Open Access Journals. Publishers of journals financed by subscriptions also provide immediate open access with open licensing known as hybrid open access. They do this by imposing article processing charges on authors wishing to make their article open access. However, this practice has been widely criticised as double-dipping (Kingsley, 2014a; Pinfield et al., 2016). The increase in article processing charges is also a concern, especially for authors without funding to cover the cost (Ellingson et al., 2021; Khoo, 2019).

Another model for open access is delayed or bronze open access journals. These provide access to final published articles after publisher embargoes which impose a time delay on the published or accepted version of a publication before it can made publicly available. The model is commonly used by society publishers and some commercial publishers such as Elsevier and Cell Press through their open archive programs (Ellison et al., 2019; Martin-Martín et al., 2018). However, considerable criticism surrounds publishers’ use of embargoes that protect subscription incomes because it infringes the rights of authors to archive their own
work (Gadd and Covey, 2019; Gadd et al., 2018; Kingsley, 2014b; Pinfield et al., 2017; Piwowar et al., 2019, 2018; Tennant et al., 2019).

Increasing subscription costs challenge the ability of academic libraries to provide adequate resources in all disciplines. Libraries have become persuasive advocates for green or repository open access as a cost-effective solution for authors and a response to the sharply increasing cost of subscriptions. The Ligue des Bibliothèques Européennes de Recherche (LIBER) (2021a, 2021b), representing the university, national and special library sectors across Europe, proposed a no embargo or immediate republication model for open access versions of public-funded articles deposited in repositories. In Australia, the Council of Australian University Librarians (CAUL), Universities Australia, and the Australasian Open Access Strategy Group support the Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable (FAIR) principles (Council of Australian..., 2019; FAIR Steering Group, 2017).

The timing of deposit and the length of embargoes affect the accessibility of open access versions in repositories. The primary form of repository of interest in this research is the institutional repository, which is an online and publicly accessible repository hosted by an institution that stores and preserves the metadata for and open access versions of scholarly publications and research data produced at that institution.

Although the Research Excellence Framework 2021 in the United Kingdom requires the deposit of manuscripts in institutional repositories at the time of acceptance by the publisher, embargoes on access vary from twelve months in the science, technology, engineering, and medicine disciplines to twenty-four months for the arts, humanities, and social sciences (Herrmannova et al., 2019; Fraser et al., 2018). The United States National Institutes of Health Public Access Policy (US. Dept Health and Human Services, 2008) adopted a middle ground of twelve months after publication as the standard embargo for National Institutes of Health-funded manuscripts in PubMed Central (Hampson, 2019). Australia’s two major research funders, the Australian Research Council (2017) and the National Health and Medical Research Council’s (2018) policies allow twelve months for compliance with their open access policies.

Plan S is an initiative launched by cOAlition S, a consortium of national research agencies and funders from European countries. From the beginning of 2021, Plan S requires the publication of public-funded scientific research in fully open access journals and platforms or made immediately available in repositories (cOAlition S, 2019b). Delayed access is incompatible with immediate open access, and cOAlition S funders do not support the double-dipping practices of some journal publishers, including the hybrid open access publishing model (cOAlition S, 2019a, 2019c). Where publishing in fully open access journals is unachievable, Plan S requires the deposit of accepted manuscripts or versions of record (the final published version of an article) in repositories with no embargo and accompanied by Creative Commons Attribution licences.

However, only a few publishers have zero-embargo policies on access to accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories (Flanagan et al., 2020). Some publishers fear that zero-embargoes may lead to journal cancellations, although studies have found that accepted manuscripts in repositories do not harm journal publishing (Berners-Lee et al., 2005; Gadd and Covey, 2019; Kingsley, 2014b; Peterson et al., 2019; Pinfield et al., 2017; Tennant et al., 2019). In addition, the different durations of embargoes cause technical issues for institutional repository staff (Khoo and Lay, 2018; Ten Holter, 2020). Creative Commons licensing is rare among gratis and partial open access journals (Piwowar et al., 2018, 2019) and publishers with zero-embargo policies (Taylor, 2020).

Embargoes and publishers’ conditions are among the known issues contributing to authors’ low engagement with depositing accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories (Bakker et al., 2017; Björk et al., 2014; Borrego, 2016, 2017; Henty, 2014; Huggard et al., 2017; Kirkman, 2018; Kirkman and Haddow, 2020; Nicholas et al., 2017; Poynder, 2017; Seaman, 2017; Zhu, 2017). Khoo and Lay (2018) established that long embargoes are a deterrent to compliance with funder open access policies. Nevertheless, the pressure to comply with funder and institutional mandates has been the cause of tensions in some institutions between repository staff and researchers (Henty, 2014; Huggard et al., 2017; Fraser et al., 2018; Ten Holter, 2020). In addition, although library and repository staff have copyright and licensing expertise, Baldwin and Pinfield (2018) identified publishers’ embargoes as inhibiting access to accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories. Adequate resourcing of repositories is necessary for embargo management (Borchert et al., 2019). While some researchers prefer to self-archive in scholarly collaboration networks, such as
ResearchGate, embargoes and copyright also apply to accepted manuscripts on these sites (Björk, 2017; Borrego, 2017; Laakso and Lindman, 2016).

Previous research into embargoes on accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories considered the effect of lengthy embargo periods on access and compliance with funder policies (Baldwin and Pinfield, 2018; Huang et al., 2020; Khoo and Lay, 2018; Kirkman, 2018; Kirkman and Haddow, 2020; Sutton, 2013). Other investigations explored the embargo periods for versions of record in delayed open access journals but not the embargoes on accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories (Kirkman, 2018; Kirkman and Haddow, 2020; Piwowar et al., 2019), and Taylor, 2020) provided data on zero-embargo policies of subscription journals.

Many publishers of subscription-only and hybrid subscription journals impose embargoes on accepted manuscripts deposited in institutional repositories: ranging from a few months to four years. The effects of these embargoes on deposit in institutional repositories were the primary focus of this research.

**Method**

The population for the study comprised articles funded by Australia’s National Health and Medical Research Council (the Council) and published in 2019. The first part of the research focussed on the embargo periods for the accepted manuscripts of a set of non-open access articles and whether these embargoes affected the extent of authors’ self-archiving in institutional repositories. The second part of the study explored the compliance timeframes of the Council’s Open Access Policy and Plan S.

The research questions were:

1. How many articles were immediate open access, delayed open access, and non-open access?
2. What were the embargo periods for non-open access articles?
3. How many accepted manuscripts of non-open access articles were deposited in institutional repositories and what were their embargo periods?
4. How did embargoes on accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories affect compliance with the Council’s Open Access Policy?
5. To what degree did Council-funded articles reflect the Plan S principles of immediate open access and zero-embargoed accepted manuscripts?

The study used bibliometric research methods to gather data about the population of articles. Searches in the Web of Science identified all Council-funded articles published in 2019. Sources of data on the open access status of journal articles included the Directory of Open Access Journals, Google Scholar, and Unpaywall. In addition, Sherpa Romeo, and publishers’ Websites provided information on the embargo periods on accepted manuscripts deposited in institutional repositories. The first phase of quantitative data analysis generated descriptive statistics; the second phase involved graphical presentations.

**Data collection**

The search strategy followed an approach used in previous research which combined the funding acknowledgement and publication year fields in Web of Science to identify Council-funded articles published in 2019 (Kirkman, 2018; Kirkman and Haddow, 2020). The search output included the bibliographic details, the grant acknowledgements, and the Web of Science open access indicator. The results were downloaded to Microsoft Excel and formed the master spreadsheet. Data cleansing involved removing duplicates, non-journal publications, and articles in which the only reference was to the Council’s research ethics codes.

Searches of Google Scholar and Unpaywall identified accepted manuscripts in Australian and overseas institutional repositories, as well as those in PubMed Central (the recognised subject repository of the Council’s Open Access Policy). Sherpa Romeo was the primary source for identifying journal embargo periods. This source includes information about different pathways for the deposit of accepted manuscripts, which specify embargo periods and conditions. The general pathway was the most applicable for identifying the embargo periods for accepted manuscripts deposited in institutional repositories under the Council’s
Open Access Policy. It is notable that alternative pathways, which are the result of agreements between funders and publishers, can mean that articles in the same journal are subject to different embargo periods. The cOAlition S Website was the source of data on Plan S principles, policies on embargoes, and a list of transformative journal titles.

There were three data collection periods, May-June 2020 and November-December 2020, and a final search in January 2021. The chief reason for the spacing of the search periods was to identify when and how institutional repositories recorded embargoed content. The timing also enabled the checking for open access compliance with the Council’s timeframe of twelve months. The master spreadsheet of journal articles became the principal data management tool, with additional columns added for each required element. The codes used in the data coding sheet represented embargo periods of zero (zero-embargo), six, twelve, eighteen, twenty-four, thirty-six and forty-eight months, Not permitted, and Unspecified (for those journals without specific embargo policies for accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories).

Data analysis

Functions within Excel facilitated data analysis, with descriptive statistics, such as simple counts and percentages, generating results for the research questions. The initial part of the analysis identified the journal models through which Council-funded articles were published. Next, the analysis focussed on non-open access articles and the publisher embargoes on the deposit of accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories. Open access compliance under the Council’s Open Access Policy was also the subject of analysis, as was the degree to which Council-funded articles reflected Plan S principles, especially immediate open access and zero-embargoed accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories.

Results

The proportions of articles that were immediate open access, delayed open access, and non-open access

Research question 1 asked, How many articles were immediate open access, delayed open access, and non-open access? The total number of Council-funded articles published in 2019 was 7,562. Of these, 3,258 (43.08%) were immediately open access and included articles in fully open access and gratis open access journals, and hybrid open access and immediate free access articles in subscription journals. A smaller percentage of articles (13.16%, n=995) was found for delayed open access journals. These journals impose embargoes on open access and most were the hybrid subscription model. At 3,309 (43.76%), non-open access articles comprised the (marginally) highest proportion of articles. The majority of these (3,227, 42.67%), were published in hybrid subscription journals, with only 82 articles (1.08%) published in subscription-only journals. This means the authors of 42.67% of the 2019 publications chose not to pay an article processing charge to make their work open access. Figure 1 presents the proportions of articles that were immediately open access (43.08%), delayed open access (13.16%) and non-open access (43.76%) in the set of 2019 Council-funded articles.
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Figure 1: Extent of immediate and delayed open access and non-open access articles of Council-funded articles published in 2019 (n = 7,562)

Embargo periods for accepted manuscripts of non-open access articles if deposited in institutional repositories

Non-open access articles in subscription-only and hybrid subscription journals made up 43.76% (3,309) of the 2019 article set. For these articles, the repository route is the primary avenue for achieving open accessibility and the embargo periods for these articles were identified. Figure 2 presents the findings for the embargo periods imposed on accepted manuscripts for these non-open access articles. The percentage for each category of embargo period is expressed as a proportion of the total number of non-open access articles (3,309). Over 90% of non-open access articles had embargo periods of twelve months on accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories. While a considerable proportion of articles were published in journals with zero-embargo policies (8.34% non-open access; 3.65% of the total population), only a minuscule number had Creative Commons Attribution licences.

Figure 2: Embargo periods for accepted manuscripts of non-open access articles (43.76%; n = 3,309) if deposited in institutional repositories

Embargoes on accepted manuscripts of non-open access articles in institutional repositories

Analysis of the non-open access articles with accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories found a total of 739 articles. This set of articles equates to 17.17% of non-open access articles and 9.77% of the full 2019 publications set. Most had embargo periods of twelve months on access, although there was a small proportion with embargoes of between twelve and forty-eight months after publication, as shown in Figure 3. The
analysis also revealed that over three-quarters of non-open access articles were not in institutional repositories.

Embargoes and compliance under the National Health and Medical Research Council’s Open Access Policy

Articles that were open access either immediately (43.08%, 3,258) or delayed (13.16%, 995) were compliant with Council’s timeframe of twelve months. Accepted manuscripts with embargoes of twelve months or less were also compliant. This set comprised 9.65% in institutional repositories and 2.88% in PubMed Central. Figure 4 shows the extent of compliance with the Council’s Open Access Policy.

Non-compliance with the Council’s Open Access Policy was 30.94%, of which most (30.83%, 2331) were non-open access articles without accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories. A small number of accepted manuscripts in Australian institutional repositories with embargo periods of more than twelve months were not compliant. Under some other funder-publisher pathways, identified in Sherpa Romeo, these accepted manuscripts would also be subject to embargo periods of less than twelve months.

Embargoes and compliance with Plan S principles

Plan S principles enabled an alternative perspective on the journal articles in this study and reflect the zero-embargo approach of cOAlition S. Figure 5 is a projection representing compliance with the open access principles of Plan S for the population of Council-funded articles. The articles in fully open access journals contributed 30.23% towards Plan S compliance. Accepted manuscripts with zero-embargoes were just over 5% of the total population, with only two with Creative Commons Attribution licences contributing to compliance. A further 15.87% (1,200) of articles published in Plan S transformative journals represented the future potential to be compliant. However, non-compliance with Plan S (48.31%) is high and included
articles in hybrid open access and delayed access journals, and accepted manuscripts with embargoes in repositories.

![Figure 5: Compliance of National Health and Medical Research Council-funded articles with Plan S principles (100%, n = 7,562)](image)

**Discussion**

Open access in hybrid subscription journals requires the payment of article processing charges, which is additional to the subscription business model. This study found that non-open access articles in subscription-only and hybrid subscription journals comprised over 40% of the 2019 article set (seen in Figure 1). Authors of non-open access articles can make their articles openly accessible through institutional repositories. However, only 9.65% of non-open access articles had accepted manuscripts in repositories, despite this route having no fees. The large number of non-open access articles and the low engagement by grant recipients in depositing accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories that were found in this research suggest that embargoes complicate a cost-free solution.

The main argument used by publishers for imposing embargoes on accepted manuscripts is to deliver value to subscribers before versions of articles become publicly available. However, publishers’ use of embargoes to protect subscription incomes has received considerable criticism (Gadd and Covey, 2019; Gadd et al., 2018; Kingsley, 2014b; Pinfield et al., 2017; Piwowar et al., 2018, 2019; Tennant et al., 2019). Other research has found links between authors’ low engagement with institutional repositories and confusion over embargoes on accepted manuscripts (Bakker et al., 2017; Borrego, 2016, 2017; Kirkman, 2018; Kirkman and Haddow, 2020). Subject repositories may increase authors’ engagement (Kruesi, et al., 2019; Kruesi, Tanner, et al., 2019), and scholarly collaboration networks, such as ResearchGate, are popular among some researchers (Björk, 2017; Borrego, 2017; Laakso and Lindman, 2016). Notwithstanding, publishers’ embargo policies also apply to networking sites and subject repositories.

Following this thread and related to the complexity of embargoes, the authors explored the differences in embargo periods set by funders in association with publishers. This study uncovered pathways listed in Sherpa Romeo with different embargo periods for specific funder conditions based on funder-publisher agreements. Different pathways mean that accepted manuscripts of articles from the same journal may have different embargo periods, some of which will be compliant with some funders’ timeframes but not others. Indeed, a small number of accepted manuscripts in Australian institutional repositories had embargo periods of more than twelve months whereas articles in the same journal but supported by a different funder would have a shorter embargo due to the specific funder-publisher agreement. Of concern is that some publisher-funder agreements negotiate shorter embargo periods, but these arrangements appeared to apply only to publications supported by select funders.

Articles with embargo periods of more than twelve months are non-compliant with the Council’s Open Access Policy and are known to affect open access compliance (Khoo and Lay, 2018). The level of non-compliance for the 2019 publications set (30.94%) has not improved over the five years since an earlier study of Council-funded articles published in 2013 and 2014 (Kirkman and Haddow, 2020). Most of the non-open access and non-compliant articles in this 2019 publications study had embargo periods of twelve months or less (seen in Figure 4). It is possible that the licence requirements accompanying embargo policies...
explain the low deposit of accepted manuscripts, even with shorter embargo periods (Baldwin and Pinfield, 2018). The immediate deposit of accepted manuscripts at the time of publishers’ acceptance increases compliance with institutional policies, but previous research has found that such mandates heighten tensions between repository staff and researchers (Fraser, et al., 2018; Ten Holter, 2020).

Examining how articles funded by an Australian funder would perform under Plan S principles, we found that publishing in fully open access journals and transformative journals promise the increased growth of immediate open access publishing. However, publishers’ zero-embargo policies are rare for accepted manuscripts deposited in institutional repositories, and even fewer are released under Creative Commons Attribution licences by publishers (Flanagan, et al., 2020). An opportunity to boost grant recipients’ engagement with repositories is available to funders in negotiating zero-embargo conditions. In addition, meaningful recognition by the Council of the rapidly evolving global open access context would be of benefit.

Embargoes are very much part of international developments, including the immediate open access and zero-embargo policies of Plan S and other initiatives (Flanagan, et al., 2020). For progression to an immediate open access movement, embargoes on access to accepted manuscripts need reassessment and a more international approach. Funder open access policies lack uniformity in their open access timeframes. For example, the United Kingdom’s Research Evaluation Framework mandates the deposit of accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories at the time of acceptance, while the National Institutes of Health and the National Health and Medical Research Council policies allow twelve months from the date of acceptance before deposit. Under Plan S, cOAlition S funders require immediate open access. Greater global coordination of approaches to embargoes, including publisher-funder agreements, would benefit the open access movement.

For authors, embargoes complicate the simple notion of depositing accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories. Funders have the responsibility to facilitate access to publicly funded research, including accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories. The immediate deposit of accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories at the time of acceptance is a partial solution. The promotion of zero-embargoed journals and publisher adoption of zero-embargo policies would also achieve higher open access and compliance with the Council’s Open Access Policy. However, publishers’ embargoes, even zero-embargo policies, are accompanied by licence and copyright complexities. The adequate resourcing of institutional repositories will be necessary to meet the challenges of open access through this route, including clarifying the many issues involved in the management of embargoes.

Limitations

This study relied on the funding acknowledgement data in Web of Science and the strength of that data was the reason for its selection as a data source. However, the authors are aware of the database’s limitations and recognise that the inclusion of other large databases may have retrieved additional or different data. The quantitative nature of bibliometric methods has accepted shortcomings. Deeper understandings of the processes involved in managing embargoed open access versions in institutional repositories are not available in such studies and qualitative approaches, such as interviews with repository managers, would provide an alternative view.

This study followed the established bibliometric counting practice of tallying published articles first, which means that the study reported lower results for repository open access. A detailed analysis of the Creative Common licences on all accepted manuscripts was unfeasible due to time constraints, with only a limited examination of the licences of articles in journals with zero-embargo policies.

The authors acknowledge that applying Plan S principles to a population of journal articles published in 2019 and funded by the Council is not directly relevant to the requirements for Council-funded Australian medical researchers. However, the analysis sought to benchmark a possible scenario of future trends.

Recommendations for future research
Future research would benefit from qualitative and quantitative investigations into author engagement, or lack of, with depositing accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories. It would be useful to understand the extent and the challenges involved in author submissions to institutional repositories at the time of acceptance. Further qualitative research would identify researchers’ knowledge and understanding of embargoes relating to accepted manuscripts.

Prospective studies might also focus on the critical roles of institutional repositories and repository staff in supporting compliance with different embargo periods. To date, little research exists on the embargoes and the diverse research outputs produced by the arts, humanities, and social sciences. Investigations in this area would extend knowledge into open access across disciplines to better understand all scholarly communities’ approaches and benchmarks.

Comparative studies into the similarities and differences between funder policies would provide information on national and global trends, especially about accepted manuscripts and institutional repositories. The analysis of publications produced from grants from multiple funders is another topic of interest, as is author preferences and awareness of embargoes and different publishers’ policy. Plan S principles and the effects of zero-embargo models are also worthy of closer examination and longitudinal studies.

**Conclusion**

This study is the first in Australia to examine the different embargo periods on accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories. An important finding was there was little difference between the pattern of the embargo periods for accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories and that for the large quantity of non-open access articles: most were twelve months or less. However, for 30% of the articles in hybrid subscription journals, grant recipients opted not to make their publications openly accessible or deposit the accepted manuscripts of non-open access articles in institutional repositories. For some authors, the cost of article processing charges is a deterrent to publishing open access. Depositing accepted manuscripts in institutional repositories is a readily available and low-cost solution for authors to be open access compliant while also providing equitable access. However, different publishers’ embargo periods and funder pathways complicate this cost-free solution.

The immediate deposit of accepted manuscripts of non-open access articles in institutional repositories is an avenue for the National Health and Medical Research Council to achieve greater compliance. The Council’s promotion of zero-embargoed journals and adopting zero-embargo agreements with publishers for funded articles would achieve higher open access levels and compliance. Notwithstanding, publishers’ embargoes, even zero-embargo policies, involve licences and copyright complexities. Understanding how the different aspects of open access (article processing charges, funder policies, publisher embargo periods), and Creative Commons licences on accepted manuscripts interact and influence open access publishing choices is essential to address. In doing so, these interactions and influences, especially embargoes, will advance open knowledge and contribute to equitable and timely access to research funded by the public purse.
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